
Many pesticides have two LD or lethal dose 5. Storage and disposal: Don't purchase the pes-
values; one LD/50 value for oral ingestion of the ticide if you cannot store it properly or dispose
product, the other for dermal absorption of unwanted quantities safely. Seek an agree-(through the skin) of the pesticide. Normally ment with the dealer that unopened, unusedthe oral LD/50 value of a pesticide is lower, quantities can be returned for credit. Pur-thus more toxic, than the dermal LD/50 value of chasers of large quantities of pesticides might
the product. However, since we are more apt to even obtain an agreement on the return of
get the product on our skin than we are to empty pesticide containers.
swallow it, dermal exposure may be a much more
common problem. 6. Classification statement: Pesticides are classi-

fied as "general" or "restricted". Those classifiedThe "precaution" portion of the label will give as "general" can be purchased and used, inadditional advice on the safe use of the product, accordance with the label, by the general public.It might require that people and animals be kept "Restricted Use Pesticides" can be purchased andout of treated areas, that the product not be applied by State-certified licensed pesticide
used in enclosed areas, that special clothing and applicators only.
protective equipment be worn, that treated
fruits, vegetables or other products not be RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
handled or eaten for a particular period of time, For retail sale to and use only by certified
that care be followed not to have the product applicators or persons under their direct
drift onto or be sprayed on other plants or find supervision, and only for those uses covered by
its way into surface or ground waters, the certified applicator's certification.

The precautionary statements may be few or
many, but the potential purchaser of the pes- You can make intelligent purchases of pesticides
ticide must heed this information. Failure to do through completely reading and understanding the
so can be extremely hazardous and is in viola- label. A product you have chosen wisely will do
tion of federal law. the job economically and safely. It is the user's

4. Statement ofPracticalTreatment: Thisisin- legal responsibility to thoroughly read and follow
4. Statement of Practical Treatment: This is in- label instructions. Remember, by reading the direc-formation about first aid and can be limited or tions and warnings before you purchase the pes-detailed. It may give advice on what to do if the ticide, you can protect yourself, your family and

product is accidentally swallowed, inhaled or gets the environment from serious accidents.
into the eyes or onto the skin. The statement
may tell you that you need to purchase addi- Entrance into the Body
tional equipment and supplies before you can use There are three ways for pesticides to enter the
the product safely and be able to deal with body: breathing, swallowing (also called ingesting),
accidents effectively. or through the skin or eyes. All three methods can

You need to know what to do if someone is cause immediate danger. Inhaled pesticides are
accidentally poisoned by the pesticide. Be sure absorbed rapidly into the body through the thin
you understand the Statement of Practical membranes of the lungs. Wearing a properly-fitted
Treatment. Have materials available to ad- respirator with the proper cartridge or canister is
minister first aid. Always call a doctor or very important. Replace the canister or cartridge
emergency room immediately if an accident every few hours of use, or whenever the odor or
occurs. Make sure the doctors are given the taste of the pesticide is detected, or when breath-
pesticide label; it will help them prescribe ing becomes difficult. Working upwind of the pes-
immediate correct treatment. Emergency tele- ticide dust, mists and vapor and not smoking pes-
phone numbers, including that of the nearest ticide-contaminated cigarettes are other safety
poison control center, should be posted near all practices to follow.
telephones. -i
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- Pesticides can enter the body in three ways--
inhalation, ingestion and skin or eye absorption.
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